Abstract: Scientific workflow systems provide languages for representing complex scientific processes as decompositions into lower level tasks, down to the level of atomic, executable units. To support data analysis activities, a wide variety of such languages represent data transformation and processing operations as task nodes within a workflow. Adding data type information to the task inputs and outputs allows workflow authors to perform type checking at design time, search for compatible nodes in public component repositories and define specifications of abstract workflows. Introducing support for strict data typing simplifies the implementation of a workflow system in addressing these issues, but at the expense of losing flexibility. We address this challenge by developing a data typing framework for scientific workflow systems that supports polymorphic data types that specify the minimal type constraints on node inputs and outputs. We focus on applications that use a relational data model and provide a polymorphic type formula composition algorithm for workflow nodes and fragments. The techniques introduced are validated by applying the inference engine prototype to an adverse drug reaction study performed with the relational algebra subset of the Discovery Net workflow system.
Over the past decade the workflow paradigm has been advocated as a formalism for the definition of scientific processes and also as a basis for developing user-oriented e-Science (Hey and Trefethen, 2002 ) application development and execution systems. Workflows naturally provide a visual process representation in terms of dependencies between tasks, capture structure of data integration activities (Mahoui et al., 2005; Ludäscher and Raschid, 2005) and effectively serve as an orchestration layer in service oriented architectures where each task represents a remotely accessible data or computational service (Xu et al., 2004) .
These features led to the coining of the term scientific workflow (Taylor et al., 2006; Ludäscher and Goble, 2005; Gil et al., 2007; Chen and van der Aalst, 2007) , as a type of workflow focused on supporting the scientific research process through several aspects. First, allowing ad-hoc construction and execution of workflows that access remote data sources and scientific instruments, envisaging that the workflow will progress through a series of explorative, intermediate designs, each of which is investigated and tested by the user in an interactive manner. Second, providing explicit support for collaboration between distributed users, by using the workflows as means of communicating research ideas. Finally, supporting a visually intuitive user interface that does not require a high level of technical expertise from the user.
The popularity of the paradigms has led to the design and implementation of a wide variety of specialized scientific workflow systems. Examples include Discovery Net (Ghanem et al., 2008) , Taverna (Hull et al., 2006) , Kepler (Altintas et al., 2004) and Triana (Taylor et al., 2005) . It has also led to the surge in the use of other workflow-like systems in scientific data analysis. Examples include InforSense 1 , PipelinePilot 2 , KNIME (Berthold et al., 2007) , Orange (Demšar et al., 2004) , Pentaho 3 and, more generally, workflow front ends for existing data analysis tools such as SPSS Clementine 4 and SAS Enterprise Miner 5 . With the increase in usage and popularity of scientific workflows, so have emerged the various supporting technologies, intended to make the workflow creation easier and faster. First and foremost were graphical workflow composition tools that enabled non-technical users to create meaningful applications and providing them with interactive visual data analysis and expection tools. Another advance were node and workflow repositories, such as myExperiment , which store user-submitted workflow fragments and full workflows, allowing the user to reuse existing work and tailor it to their purpose. Finally, incremental collaborative design is also realized through supporting the design of abstract workflows.
Motivation
Since scientific data and results are the main curency of scientific explorations, large fragments of scientific workflows are typically data flows with data flowing through data transformation and analysis tasks. A key challenge in many generic workflow systems thus becomes dealing with data type mismatches within a workflow. If no data type information is present, a user can construct a workflow that looks perfect to her task, only to discover a runtime error after several hours of execution when one of the tasks in the workflow receives data of the wrong type.
Adding data type information to the inputs and outputs of the individual workflow nodes can alleviate this problem by allowing design time type checking and preventing errors occurring at runtime, thereby saving effort and computational time. Essentially, typing allows us to answer two questions:
• Can a given workflow be applied to a given input?
• Given two workflow components or fragments and two ports belonging to them, can the two components be composed by creating a link between those two ports?
In strictly typed workflow systems the output of one workflow node cannot connect to the input of another except if the data types match exactly. However, such strict typing reduces the flexibility in workflow definitions and reuse when connecting new data sources and implementations. Typically, a workflow component has a set of required attributes that its input need satisfy, and as long as a partial match is present, it is happy to execute.
Polymorphic typing (Milner, 1978) provides the solution, by defining the type transformation associated with each node, and separating node inputs into the fixed part, which node requires to be present, and the variable part, that may or may not be present in the output. Therefore, the type formula associated with the workflow declares the fixed and variable parts of the output for any given input, allowing polymorphic typing to answer further two questions:
• Given a workflow type formula and new input data type, what will be the exact output type produced by the workflow?
• Given a workflow composed of nodes with given type formulas, what will be the type transformation defined by the composition?
Benefits of polymorphic approach in workflow systems are manifold. Design time type checking prevents errors occurring at runtime and saves effort and computational time. Adding type information to nodes in a repository allows automatic matching of a data source to available nodes. Similarly, providing the type specification of a context hole in an abstract workflow facilitates the grounding of those workflows with concrete components.
In this paper, we focus on the relational data model in scientific workflows, where basic data units are tables consisting of sets of records of attribute-value pairs. While often overlooked in favour of XML-based models that are targeted towards SOAP web service composition, this category covers a large number of analysis-oriented workflow systems and data analytics tools. By mapping directly onto the relational database schemas, the relational workflow model is particularly suited to representing data transformations, Extract-Transform-Load tasks and data mining compositions.
Layout
Section 2 presents a generic relational workflow system with the basic operations. Section 3 introduces the polymorphic type formula framework and concepts of type transformations and type formula composition. The techniques introduced are validated in section 4 by applying the prototype inference engine to an adverse drug reaction workflow in Discovery Net data flow system to demonstrate the workings of the framework. Paper finishes with conclusions and directions for future work.
Relational workflow system
As discussed in the previous section large fragments of scientific workflows are simply data flows, where the data flows between nodes representing data transformation operations with the input of one operation serving as input for another. The data properties of such workflow can be represented by:
1. Data domain D which may contain a subset of constant symbols, denoted A.
2. A set of function labels F corresponding to functions of form D k → D, where k is the cardinality of the function.
Semantic function S[[]]
which performs the valuation of rooted subgraphs.
4. A set of rewrite rules that define graph equivalences in D.
5.
A type formula for each of the functions in F .
In this paper, we will mainly concern ourselves with data domain D, functions in F and their corresponding type formulas. The semantic function S[[]] produces the output value of a node given a full set of inputs, and rewrite rules are used to define workflow equivalencies for purpose of optimization, as detailed in Curcin (2009) . Note that a pure data flow execution model is assumed (Curcin et al., 2007) , in which execution ordering is defined by the data dependencies of the node whose result is requested.
The data structures in D correspond to elements in Codd's relational algebra (Codd, 1970) , and represent relations over sets of tuples -ordered domain/value pairs. Two example relations, taken from Date (1995) are presented in Figure 1 with relation S containing suppliers, and SP containing mappings between suppliers and the products they supply. The data in relational model is represented CITY  S1  S1  S1  S1  S1  S1  S2  S2  S3  S4  S4  S4   S#  P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  P1  P2  P2  P2  P4  P5 P# SP S Figure 1 : Two database relations using n-ary relations, which are subsets of Cartesian product of n types τ 1 , τ 2 , ...τ n . Each relation has a heading and a body, where heading is a set of ordered pairs of attribute names and types associated with those names, and body is a set of n-tuples, each of which is an unordered set of attribute name-value pairs 6 .
6 Some adaptations of the relational model impose ordering on the set, but it is irrelevant for our purposes.
We also define eight function labels, and F = {Delete, Select, Join, F ilter, Group, Dif f erence, U nion, Derive}, each with a corresponding function mapping relations to other relations. This set of components allows formulation of numerous data analysis tasks and will be the basis of a case study in section 4.
Delete has a parameter specifying which columns to delete. Using the example relation S:
(S2, Jones, P aris), ...
Select is the exact opposite, in that it retains only the given attributes: {20, 10, 30, 20, 30}}] The parameter associated with filtering is a propositional logical expression defined over the attributes, and its result is a relation with the same heading as the input, but only including the tuples for which the expression evaluates to true. Join (equi-join) has one parameter which specifies the column to perform the join on. Group specifies the grouping column, and the aggregation functions to perform on the grouped attributes. Derive takes a column name, an expression, and adds the column containing the expression evaluation to the relation.
The functions in F are defined using the standard operators of the relational algebra with added aggregation (γ) and extended projection (π f (X) ). For example, Union and Join could be designed to take multiple inputs, explicit Product node could replace Join, etc. however, this has no impact on the type compositions presented here which are generic. These particular nodes have been selected as they appear in Discovery Net relational segment and have been used for the prototype type inference engine and the case study in section 4.
Type polymorphism in scientific workflows
If the data flow defines explicit types for its data model, each node has with it an associated type transformation that is defined by its abstract type formula. Furthermore, any composition of nodes, also has a type formula defined from the formulas of the internal nodes. In this section we show how these formulas are constructed.
An advantage that type systems offer is to allow polymorphism in workflow definitions -define the constant (required) and variable parts in both input and output. In a relational example, the constant is a column in the data set that is needed for the operation, in an XML-like language, it could be a tree branch. The variable part is everything else in the data type.
As a simple example, consider a data flow operating on relational tables. Let us also define a component σ A>3 corresponding to a relational calculus operation which only preserves the table rows with attribute A having value greater than 3. The minimum requirement for the input data table to the component is to have the column A present, and it constitutes the minimal part of the input type. Therefore, a table with header (A, B, C) would satisfy the composition, but table (B, C, D) would not. The polymorphic part of the type in the former is (B, C), which is preserved by the type formula.
The type formalism of programming language structures is an established field. The first algorithm for type inference in functional programming languages can be found in Milner (1978) which was later investigated for other types of languages in MacQueen et al. (1984) . Polymorphic type inference for relational calculus was studied in van den Bussche and Waller (1999) , which also introduced the syntax for type formulas used in this section for data flow constructs.
Type systems
We define a finite set B of base types, and a set T of all types, with an associated set of complex type constructors (sets, lists, maps, tuples, records...).
Definition 3.1. Given a finite set B of base types, set C S of shallow type constructors, c S : 2 B −→ T , and set C N of nested type constructors c N : 2 T −→ T , type system T is the minimum set satisfying the following:
• ⊥ ∈ T . Type for empty set is always present.
• B ⊆ T . All base types are types.
• If τ ∈ B is a type, then c S (τ ) ∈ T is also a type.
• If τ ∈ T is a type, then c N (τ ) ∈ T is also a type.
Given some set of data variables, the type assignment A maps each variable to its type. The notion that a variable a has type τ under A will be written as A a : τ .
We will restrict ourselves to types that have the notion of subtype present, in the sense that if
The subtyping relation is dependent on the data model -in relational calculus it denotes that the set of columns defined by τ 1 is a subset of columns defined by τ 2 , in an XML-like nested structure, it denotes that τ 1 describes a subtree of the structure defined by τ 2 .
In the remainder of the section, the relational model will be used to demonstrate how a type system can be applied to workflows. The set of shallow constructors is then C S = {T uple} with T uple instances written as l 1 : τ 1 , l 2 : τ 2 ... , where l ∈ L is the set of labels, and C N = {Set}. Since all the variables considered will be sets of tuples, all type variables will be taken to denote a set. The subtype relation between two type variables will denote that the tuple attributes in one tuple are the subset of attributes in the other.
Definition 3.2. (Type context) Type context Γ is a quintuplet Γ = (vars, tvars, att, dec, cons), where vars are the data variables representing the labelled ports of the workflow or a component, tvars denoted by t i are the variables representing the types. att are the type constants (non-polymorphic parts) of input variables. dec are declarations mapping the variables to type variables representing their polymorphic parts and cons is the mapping from typed constants onto propositional logic formulas over vars.
An instantiation of context Γ, denoted as I(Γ) : tvars ∪ att −→ T is a mapping which assigns to each type variable and type constant a set of data variables for which they hold. Two type variables in the context always represent disjoint types, I(t 1 ) ∩ I(t 2 ) = ∅ and no type constant A in the context is present in an instantiation of a type variable in that context. Finally, the constraint on each property, cons(A) is satisfied in the instantiation I if I(A) cons(A).
The type assignment A on each input data variable is defined in terms of the instantiation and the context as:
(Context compatibility) Two type contexts, Γ 1 and Γ 2 are said to be compatible, denoted Γ 1 ≡ Γ 2 iff there exists an instantiation function:
2. Any two distinct type variables still represent disjoint types, I(t 1 ) ∩ I(t 2 ) = ∅, t 1 , t 2 ∈ tvars 1 ∪ tvars 2 .
3. No type constant is present in an instantiation of a type variable.
The type formulas will be presented as the mapping between the input type context Γ i and the output one Γ o :
dec and outdec map each input and output variable, respectively, to the set of type variables describing its variable part. L represents a propositional logic formula over the variables. The terms in brackets denote sets used in the declarations and will not be explicitly listed every time.
Example: Filter node
Filter (A>3) s r 
s The variable part of the input type context r is assigned a type variable t, which is the polymorphic base for the operation. The type constant A represents the invariate part and is required to be present in any assignment on r.
Similarly on the output side, the context has a variable part and an invariate part. The variable part declares output variable s to have as its polymorphic part the type variable t and as its constant part the property A which, in all assignments, will be in s. Type formula Φ associated with a node is the octuplet Φ = (tvars, att, vars, dec, cons, outvars, outdec, outcons), where vars and outvars are the input and output data variables of the node, respectively corresponding to input and output ports of n, outdec are mappings between those variables and tvars, and outcons maps the type constants in att to propositional formulas over outvars that define for which variables is the type constant satisfied.
Given the type context and the instantiation, the output variables of the formula have their type assignment defined as:
A (x Consider the example of a Delete component shown in Figure 4 7 . Its function is to remove a column from the input data. Its type formula is: r : t A : r −→ s : t A : ¬s As shown, the variable part stays the same, but A has been removed from the output constraints. Let us now consider a join node (Figure 5 ), which takes two inputs and produces the output with all the types of the input, unifying them on the attribute A.
r :
Notice how in order for the constraint for A to be satisfied, both r and s need to satisfy A. Therefore, the output is the concatenation of types from both nodes, with A guaranteed to be present.
Composing type formulas
So far, examples of type formulas for individual components have been given. We will now look into how two nodes connected on a port define a joint type formula. This procedure is generic and will allow us to define the type formula for the entire workflow.
Connection between the output of one node and the input of another has two consequences for the type formulas.First, output variable of the source node equates to the input variable of the destination node. Second, a type mapping is established between the variables used to describe the polymorphic parts in the output and input, outdec 1 (x) and dec 2 (x). 1. There is such instantiation I for all x ∈ outvars 1 ∩ vars 2 that:
In other words, each instantiation of the joint formula needs to ensure that the types represented by the type variables in both type formulas are identical.
2. Under that instantiation, for every A ∈ att 2 , it holds that I(A) outcons 1 (A) ∧ cons 2 (A).
In the relational model, each node input variable is denoted with a single type variable, since there are no multiple outputs, and no need to partition the input types. Therefore, instead of adding constraints to the instantiation, it will be convenient to use the following function that maps the types of the second node to the types of the first as defined by the connection, or leaves them unchanged if they are not affected:
Furthermore, for each type formula Φ, we define a propositional formula vmap i (a) for each a ∈ outvars i , such that:
Informally, the function translates each output data variable to a disjunction of input variables. We will use it to translate the type constant constraints to use the input variables, denoted [vmap 1 (x)/x]cons(A).
Finally, we define a similar function, f map(a, M ) for translating a constraint on a variable from dec 2 into a conjunction of variables in outvar 2 that use its type variable. that share link variables {v i } = outvars 1 ∩ vars 2 define a joint type formula Φ , as shown in Figure 6 .
The key feature of the composition formula is how input and output constraints are combined. The input constraint of the new formula, cons , will preserve the input constraints of the first node, but will only keep the input constraints of the second node (renamed using vmap) on the attributes that are not affected during the composition via variable v i . If the first node, for example, deletes an attribute in its output, outcons 1 (A) ¬v i , the composition will not contain it anymore.
The second part of constraint calculation takes into account nodes with multiple input ports, in which connection is realized only on one port, but the typing constraints used must be propagated to the other input variables (vars 2 \ {v i }). Two separate cases are distinguished for the variables that now have to possess a certain attribute because of the composition, and those that can't. Typical example is the union of two inputs that must have identical types: if the connection link specifies that one input must have attribute A, then the other input has to have it as well.
Output constraint formulas function in a similar way. The first part defines the constraints on attributes in the new composition, eliminating those that are removed in the connection, while the second part propagates the new type constraints for nodes with multiple outputs, and ensuring that any input constraint introduced in cons 2 will map onto another output from outvars 1 that remains free.
As an example, consider the workflow in Figure 7 . An underlying relational data model is assumed. The variables are labelled r, s, u, the first node performs a filtering operation, while the second removes two columns from the input. Let us first see how F ilter and Delete nodes are composed. A : ¬s B : ¬s In our example, we start by establishing the tmap mapping, which only has one value in both domain and the target: tmap(t 2 ) = t 1 . Therefore, the polymorphic segments of types t 1 and t 2 are set to be identical. Φ = (tvars , att , vars , dec , cons , outvars , outdec , outcons )
otherwise.
otherwise. 
This is used as the starting point to define the other sets needed by the representation, and the next step to be undertaken is to construct the joint context from the new sets, producing the merged formula. The formula is shown here in the set form and as a schema. 
Merge composition
Merge composition is used for nodes which combine data from multiple inputs, such as Join and Union operations in the relational calculus. The principle is the same as with sequential composition: checking the compatibility, and constructing the joint type formula. However, in the first step, the compatibility of the existing constraints from the input nodes also needs to be taken into account, since there may be shared variables involved. We will consider the example in Figure 8 . The three 
As a first step, let us join the M and O nodes. By composition, we have tmap(t 3 ) = t 1 .
cons (A) = r cons (C) = r ∧ v outvars = {w} outdec (w) = t 1 t 4 outcons (A) = w outcons (C) = w The resulting type formula has two input ports, one on M and one remaining on O:
In the next step, the process is repeated to unify M O and N through link v. By connection, tmap(t 4 ) = t 2 and the type formula is defined as: vars = {r, s} tvars = {t 1 , t 2 } att = {A, B, C} dec (r) = t 1 dec (s) = t 2 cons (A) = r cons (B) = s cons (C) = r ∧ s outvars = {w} outdec (w) = t 1 t 2 outcons (A) = w outcons (B) = ¬w outcons (C) = w The last case that needs to be considered is when one node is connected to two other nodes, as shown in Figure 9 . We proceed as in the previous cases, joining first L and M .
In the next step, LM is merged with N . Notice that B is present in the input constraints of N and will be added to the output constraints of the remaining output r.
Finally, LM N structure is joined with O on two ports, to produce the complete formula for the workflow.
¬w The previous examples have illustrated all three types of graph composition. The mechanism presented allows us to define polymorphic type formulas for entire workflows based on the type formulas of their constituent nodes and statically determine safeness of type composition, minimum requirements on input data and the polymorphic characteristics of the workflow.
For abstract nodes, this polymorphism can be used to define connectivity metadata, so that a component registry (such as myExperiment , or InforSense's Customer Hub 8 can classify the nodes not only by their input types, but also by the minimal properties required of that type, such as presence of certain attributes in the input. This issue is identified as one of the dataoriented abstractions involved in workflow and abstract node publishing in Giannadakis (2008) .
Type formulas for Discovery Net nodes
The type formulas for the nodes of the Discovery Net relational subset are listed in Figure 10 . Some of the formulas have been presented already in the discussion. They are listed again here for completeness. As before, r, s, u denote data variables on inputs and outputs.
In the rule for Group node, GA denotes the grouping attribute and AL to represent the aggregation function on the parameters (average, maximum, minimum, standard deviation...). For simplicity, a single grouping attribute and aggregation column is assumed.
Case study: Adverse drug reaction workflow
The polymorphic type framework presented in the previous section has been prototyped as a type inference engine, and here we present a worked example of how it is applied to a real-world scientific workflow implemented in Discovery Net relational subset. The engine establishes the workflow type profile, listing required inputs, reserved input names, guaranteed outputs and polymorphic parts of the inputs that are preserved in the output.
8 www.inforsense.com/chub/ The case study is based around profiling a complex workflow with a large number of data transformation operations used in the context of studying adverse drug reactions. Its complexity presents a motivation for conducting designtime type checking analysis to avoid run-time data type errors. Furthermore, the workflow is designed in a topdown fashion in terms of reusable workflow fragments that conduct specific tasks. These fragments can be stored in a workflow repository to increase their re-usability in future applications, which also presents additional motivation for conducting type analysis.
Study description
All drugs in the UK undergo strictly controlled clinical trials before the release to ensure their general safety to the public. However, in these trials it is very difficult to establish potential harmful effects over a longer term, and only on certain patient groups, such as diabetes sufferers or patients with heart conditions. Late detection of adverse drug reactions increases the risks associated with drug development. Discovering a significant ADR may result in the drug being taken off the market, loss of reputation for the drug company and a waste of research effort. This increased risk also has the effect of multiplying drug costs, lowering the rate of innovation and negatively impacting the overall healthcare cost.
One promising approach to developing a more reliable methodology for detection of ADRs is based on primary care systems. UK has one of the most advanced primary care systems in the world in terms of computerization (Majeed, 2004) , with databases containing longitudinal medical records and drug prescription data covering millions of people. Primary care data is available from a number of providers, such as General Practioners Researh Database (GPRD 9 ), The Health Integration Network (THIN 10 ) and MediPlus 11 , containing full prescription data and observations for a large body of patients over an extended period of time (10-20 years).
The study presented in this section is a case-crossover design, where the rates of adverse events are observed in the same individuals while they are exposed and unexposed to the drug. There were two objectives to the study. First was to use the case-crossover method to identify how long after the introduction of a drug, can an ADR be identified. Second was to do this in a reusable fashion that can be adapted to different data sources and different conditions and reduce the analysis time from several weeks to a couple of days. The findings of the study were published in Molokhia et al. (2008) .
The workflow in the analysis is concerned with deriving denominators (average time until event occurrence) for each year that the study covers. The abstract step schema is given in Figure 11 , with six basic steps involved in the data flow: Figure 11 : Abstract analysis data flow in the ADR study 1. Exposure period calculation. The prescription events are extracted matching a set of drugs that are being analysed -in our case statins and fibrates. Some basic data cleaning is performed to make sure that quantity is present in each case (0 quantity is used to denote regular prescription which is stopped for some reason). Exposure end date is defined as being 26 weeks after the start of prescription.
2. Event selection. Adverse myopathy events are extracted from the table of all medical events. Each event is assigned an identifier.
3. Event exposure calculation. Two data sets are joined, and it is observed for each event if it falls into one of the exposure periods. If so, it is marked as exposed, otherwise it is unexposed.
4. Medical exclusions. There are known medical conditions that cause myopathy, the patients suffering from those conditions are excluded from the event list.
5. Drug exclusions. There are also drugs known to cause myopathy as a side-effect of the treatment. Patients on those drugs are excluded from the event list.
6. Derive statistics. Denominators (time from start of exposure until the event) are calculated for each drug category, and Chi-square analysis is performed to determine the significance of exposed against unexposed events.
The concrete workflow in Figure 12 uses the relational subset of Discovery Net to implement the abstract design. The abstract steps are mapped to sets of nodes, with some inputs shared between the steps. The steps in the workflow are as follows: In this section, the type properties of the workflow are investigated to determine what are its input data requirements and how does the workflow transform variable input parts in its output. The full polymorphic type formula for the workflow will be constructed using a step-wise procedure. The exposure period calculation and event exclusions will be considered first, and then the event joins and exposure definitions. The result will be a full description of the data transformation represented by the workflow. The derivation starts from the two data source nodes, one with the list of therapy events and the other with drugs that are considered in the study. The therapies are filtered 6.
Exposure period calculation

5.
4.
3.
2.
1. Figure 12 : Analysis data flow annotated with segments for the ones that have quantity specified, the two tables are joined, and the end date for exposure is specified, using the exposure start date attribute from the input.
Image in Figure 13 shows the workflow labelled with input and output variables. As a first step, the Therapy events and Filter are composed. Their types are resolved trivially, t 1 = t 2 . Output conditions of the first and the input conditions of the second have no overlap in reserved variables, so their composition is also trivial. Finally, the input constraint of the Filter is mapped to the result input constraint.
Therapy events ::= ∅ −→ a : t 1 Filter := a : t 2 Quantity : a −→ b : t 2 Quantity : b
Result ::= a : t 1 Quantity : a −→ b : t 1 Quantity : b In the next step, the result above is joined with the list of drugs, using the Join node. The type mappings are resolved and declarations are unified between the join inputs, and constraints resolved to produce:
Finally, this is sequentially composed with the Derive node, which creates the Exposure-end-date, based on the existing Exposure-start-date column.
Exp-start-date : e Exp-end-date : e Polymorphic type segments are resolved by assigning t 6 = t 1 t 3 . Variable mapping of d is vmap(d) = a ∨ c, and it holds that cons(Exposure-start-date) = a ∨ c, and cons(Exposure-end-date) = ¬(a ∨ c), resulting in the full type formula for Exposure period calculation.
Exposure period calculation ::= a : t 1 c : t 3 Readcode : a ∧ c Quantity : a Exp-start-date : a ∨ c Exp-end-date : ¬(a ∨ c) −→ e : t 1 t 3 Readcode : e Quantity : e Exp-start-date : e Exp-end-date : e
Exclusion patients
The segment shown in Figure 14 shows the calculation of medical and drug exclusions. Despite the size, these are relatively simple to calculate. Join and select are combined as follows. Readcode :
Identical procedure is repeated for the lower part of the workflow, producing:
The union node only conjuncts the constraints, giving the final type formula for Exclusions segment:
Event occurrences
The segment in Figure 15 calculates the myopathy events. It takes in the list of all medical events, excluding certain patients, and joining with the myopathy codes specified.
Result is the list of all events observed, and a helper column with event identifier is generated.
The difference formula takes in the previous type formula from Exclusions, and the polymorphic segment of the input is mapped from Medical events. This result is Filtered events ::=
Pate-id : n Myopathy codes::= ∅ −→ o : t 11
Joined result ::= 
Readcode : q Pate-id : q Event-id : q 4.5 Deriving event exposure (1)
In order to derive event exposure, as shown in Figure 16 , we first perform the join of prescription periods and calculated The resulting formula introduces the event date constraint into the context on the left hand side. Note that, even though it is obvious that event date needs to be present in the Medical events table, and type t 7 , the typing algorithm does not know that, and it merely requires that any of the inputs constructing the type t 1 t 3 t 7 t 11 has it present.
Exp. events derived ::= Filter node merely performs the test on the Exposed attribute, which is guaranteed to be present by the previous node. The result, a list of exposed events, is fed as a subtract into the Difference node which preserves the type of the first input, and produces the list of unexposed events. Note that the preconditions of the lower branch remain, however the output constraints of the subtract are not preserved by the difference. The full formula for the workflow up to this point is:
Unexposed events ::= Figure 17 : Deriving event exposure -second part
In this segment, the derivation from previous step is repeated, only this time on the list of unexposed events, and then unioned with the exposed events. Grouping node preserves the first value encountered, and serves only to eliminate events mapped to multiple periods, changing nothing in the type formula. Therefore the full event exposure formula becomes: Figure 18 : Workflow for calculating statistics
The last step in the workflow is the calculation of denominators and chi-square statistic, Figure 18 . Denominators are calculated by finding out the time, for each event, and use the event date and exposure start date. Chi-square is implemented by an external service, and requires the denominators and the drug code to be present, so the drug code is added to the list of input constraints. Therefore, the full type formula for the entire workflow is:
Readcode : z Pate-id : z Event-id : z Quantity : z Exp-start-date : z Exp-end-date : z Event-date : z Drug-code : z Exposed : z Denominator : z Chi-square : z The output depends on six polymorphic variables, four of which are passed into the output. Therefore, adding extra columns to t 8 and t 10 will not affect the result. Eleven variable constraints are present on the inputs, while eleven variables are guaranteed in the output.
Summary and conclusions
This paper introduced a polymorphic type framework for scientific workflow systems that support composable data attributes (such as the relational model and XML), and provided a mechanism for assembling a workflow's polymorphic type signature based on the type formulas of individual nodes. Such signature specifies the minimum set of attributes the workflow requires from the data input and maps the variable part of the output to the variable part of the input, thus providing an implementation independent type signature suitable for use in workflow registries.
The type formalism was demonstrated by presenting the node formulas of a generic relational workflow system and applying the type inference engine prototype to profiling a medical informatics study implemented in Discovery Net.
The argument for omitting typing from workflow systems is that in the open world (Goble, 2004) in which newly discovered services are dynamically selected and plugged into workflows, there is little point in profiling their exact inputs and outputs, and these need to be resolved at run-time through automatic or semi-automatic resolution, also known as shimming (Hull et al., 2004; Ambite and Kappor, 2007) . This is opposed to the closed world view, in which the set of workflow components is largely known in advance, or at least the interfaces they present to the world are. In the latter case, which covers the data analytics systems listed above, typing is not only possible but highly desirable.
Adding polymorphic typing improves a workflow system in two ways. First, during node composition, each node input can declare all its type requirements in advance, thereby reducing the effort needed in exploring individual type requirements one by one. Second, with typed systems that do not employ polymorphism, workflows determine the output data type given input data types, but do not make a distinction between outputs that are guaranteed by the type requirements of the inner workflow, and the ones that originate from the current input data set, so the workflow does not know which parts of its data output can be made variable if some inputs are abstracted. This restriction is lifted with the introduction of polymorphism.
These improvements directly facilitate efforts in guided construction of workflows and workflow reuse (Wroe et al., 2007) , and also improve the usability of node registries by allowing type composition of nodes that have not yet been retrieved from the registry, based purely on their specifications. Finally, design of abstract workflows is greatly enhanced by providing input and output constraints on the inputs and outputs of context holes that are to be filled by concrete node implementations.
The formalism introduced is not restricted only to strongly typed workflow systems. The typing algorithms require information about the type transformation of each node and once these are present, they generate a full type checking system for workflows in the system. For example, Taverna workflow system has no static type checking, since it operates with XML documents which are only retrieved at runtime. However, its nodes can define their type requirements, in terms of schema attributes required, which can then be used to infer the polymorphic type formula for the entire workflow.
Alternative approaches
The approach taken in this paper was to develop flexible formalisms that are immediately applicable to a wide range of scientific workflow systems, with a polymorphic typing framework used to model propagation of types through the graph and represent type properties of a graph segment.
Another possible approach to representing node behaviour is to expand the π-calculus formalism used to model execution semantics in Curcin et al. (2009) to include typing constructs (Milner, 1993; Pierce and Sangiorgi, 1996; Yoshida and Hennessy, 1999) to characterise the composition of type transformations. This has been investigated previously outside of the workflow context, and used to derive encodings of several λ calculi using π-calculus (Milner, 1992; Turner, 1996) , by associating types with the names in the calculus and separating types of values from types of links used to send those values, as demonstrated in Base-π and simply typed π-calculus examples presented in Sangiorgi and Walker (2001) .
Future work
The data collections considered for typing have been restricted to type structures with well-defined attributes, however extending support to the full set of standard data structures, such as lists, trees and maps, would increase its applicability. The list semantics have been investigated within the context of Taverna using category theory in Turi et al. (2007) . The map semantics, which can model indexing mechanisms in the data sets, would be especially relevant to future developments in workflow-based data mining systems that need to efficiently perform operations on large data sets, since it would allow the indexing information to be incorporated into node type information and support processing decisions based on it.
